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Public document to be completed by the Contracting Authority 

INDIVIDUAL SUPPLY CONTRACT FORECAST  

News production and playout with editing – PBS, retendering 
Location - Bosnia and Herzegovina 

1. Publication reference 

EuropeAid/126940/C/SUP/BA 

2. Procedure 

Local Open 

3. Programme 

CARDS 2006 

4. Financing 

BGUE-B2006-22.050100-C1-ELARG DELBIH 

5. Contracting authority 

European Commission, on behalf of beneficiary country  

6. Contract description 

The broadcaster wishes to install integrated news production structure, which shall encompass end to end 
solution, from ingest to playout. The installation must support multi-format, including, but not limited to: 
MPEG-2 Long GOP and I Frame, DV, DVCPRO. The MXF support for XDCAM format is required. The 
primary use for this installation is news production of the broadcaster national channel. The finished 
system need to be: both flexible and scalable to any newsroom demands, minimize the need to technical 
support, fast giving the possibility to start editing within seconds of ongoing recording. The features of 
having hi and low resolution materials in the system is required. The minimal system requirement is to 
have 1 SDI input, at least 75 Hours@25Mbps of storage, 1 Ingest, 5 Browse positions, 2 Edit positions, 1 
Approval Position, and 1 SDI output. This installation is the start-up one, and the system configuration 
will be expanded in the future to other locations (Mostar and Sarajevo) interconnected through 
communication links.   

7. Indicative number and titles of Lots 

Lot 1 - News production and playout with editing- PBS, retendering 

8. Intended timing of publication of the procurement notice 

April 2008 

9. Additional information 

n/a 



2007 

10. Legal basis 

Instrument for Pre-Accession Assistance (Council Regulation (EC) No 1085/2006 - OJ L 210/82 
of 31.7.2006) 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Remarks: 

There must be a minimum period of 30 calendar days between the publication of this contract forecast and the 
publication of the corresponding procurement notice. 

No applications or requests for further information should be sent at this stage. 
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